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**#IM Proud to be a Woman in Medicine in Texas because...**

**Change takes courage.**

Piyanka Dharga, MD

**#IM Proud to be a Woman in Medicine in Texas because...**

With my mother’s and grandmother’s encouragement, I started medical school after having made my career as a teacher. My best days are when I get to touch patients.

Hema Patel, DO

**#IM Proud to be a Woman in Medicine in Texas because...**

We lift each other up, hold each other accountable, and are in it for the patients.

Sarah Caudle, MD, MPH, FACP

**#IM Proud to be a Woman in Medicine in Texas because...**

...We are intentionally holding space for and creating pathways to true equity for future women physicians.

Ernestine Centeno, MD, FACP

**#IM Proud to be a Woman in Medicine in Texas because...**

Examples of amazing women inspired me to never question my dream, I hope I inspire other little girls in the same way. I change lives while saving lives.

Kimberly Sive, MD, FACP

**#IM Proud to be a Woman in Medicine in Texas because...**

As a woman, compassion and creativity come naturally to me. This helps me provide holistic care to patients by integrating the art and science of medicine.

Chandra Takla, MD

UT Health, East Texas